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Abstract: We propose a fully homomorphic encryption scheme – i.e., a scheme that allows one to evaluate circuits over
encrypted data without being able to decrypt. Our solution comes in three steps. First, we provide a general result – that, to
construct an encryption scheme that permits evaluation of arbitrary circuits, it suffices to construct an encryption scheme
that can evaluate (slightly augmented versions of) its own decryption circuit; we call a scheme that can evaluate its
(augmented) decryption circuit bootstrappable
From few past years have seen increasing popularity of storing and managing personal multimedia data using online
services. Preserving confidentiality of online personal data while offering efficient functionalities thus becomes an important
and pressing research issue. In this paper, we study the problem of content-based search of image data archived online while
preserving content confidentiality.
I. INTRODUCTION
Secure management of personal data stored online is an increasingly important issue, which demands a balance between
data confidentiality and availability. Technologies that can enable secure online data management are going to be critically
important. Existing privacy protection for online personal data focuses on access control and secure data transmission to ensure
that the data can be securely transmitted to the server and unauthorized access to the data is prohibited. In order tp provide
services to the user server decrypt received data and work on plain text, this in turn makes the user's private information
vulnerable to untrustworthy service providers and malicious intruders. If data is stored online as plain text then administrator
can view the stored data. Encrypted data makes difficult for server to provide services to the user. In order to handle this
problem, it is both desirable and necessary to develop technologies for information retrieval over encrypted databases that can
protect users' privacy without sacrificing the usability and accessibility of the information.
To build a secure CBIR system, both images and features should be protected. For a feature based retrieval system, images
can be encrypted separately using cryptographic ciphers or image encryption algorithms. This paper focuses on the Problem of
image feature protection which allows the computation of similarity measures among encrypted features, so that secure CBIR
can be achieved.
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II. PAGE LAYOUT

Approach:
When using a standard web-based image search engine, one is likely to find garbage output even in the first couple of pages
of results. Nevertheless, for simple objects, it can be conjectured that most of the top results will contain the object of interest.
Our system exploits this consistency, and attempts to find the object that appears in most of these images. Preserving
confidentiality of online personal data while offering efficient functionalities thus becomes an important and pressing research
issue. In this paper, we study the problem of content-based search of image data archived online while preserving content
confidentiality.
III. EXISTING SYSTEM
Homomorphic encryption: Homomorphic encryption is a form of encryption which allows specific types of computations
to be carried out on cipher text and generate an encrypted result which, when decrypted, matches the result of operations
performed on the plaintext. This is a desirable feature in modern communication system architectures. Homomorphic encryption
would allow the chaining together of different services without exposing the data to each of those services, for example a chain
of different services from different companies could 1) calculate the tax 2) the currency exchange rate 3) shipping, on a
transaction without exposing the unencrypted data to each of those services Homomorphic encryption schemes are malleable by
design. The homomorphic property of various cryptosystems can be used to create secure voting systems, collisionresistant hash functions, and private information retrieval schemes and enable widespread use of cloud computing by ensuring
the confidentiality of processed data.
There are several efficient, partially homomorphic cryptosystems, and a number of fully homomorphic, but less efficient
cryptosystems. Although a cryptosystem which is unintentionally homomorphic can be subject to attacks on this basis, if treated
carefully homomorphism can also be used to perform computations securely
Related Work:
Prior work in the area of information retrieval in the encrypted domain focused on text documents.
In explored Boolean search to identify whether a query term is present in an encrypted text document. In proposed a
framework for rank-ordered search over encrypted text documents, so that documents can be returned in the order of their
relevance to the query term. Secure text retrieval techniques can also be applied to keyword based search of image data. As we
know keyword search relies on having accurate text description of the content already available, and its search scope is confined
to the existing keyword set.
In contrast, content-based search over an encrypted image database provides more flexibility, whereby sample images are
presented as queries and documents with similar visual content in the database are identified.
Current work in the area of secure computation for privacy protection addressed related but different problems under
various application settings. considered privacy preserving range query over geospatial coordinates using a k-dimensional tree.
Using such technique to image retrieval is difficult because features used for content based image retrieval are high dimensional
vectors and kd-tree is known to be inefficient in high dimensional spaces. proposed secure k-NN computation that can
determine which of two encrypted database entries has a smaller distance to the query, while keeping the actual distance value
secret. We studied privacy preserving face recognition, where one party verifies the existence of a given face image in a
database hosted on another party's servers. The two parties want to keep their own data secret from each other. Additive
homomorphic encryption schemes are used to allow similarity computation in the encrypted domain.
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IV. METHODOLOGY

Randomization Techniques for Visual Features and Search Indexes:
High computational and communication complexity involved in using homomorphic encryption for the task of rankordered image search, proposed to address the problem from a practical perspective and ask what can be done now as efficient
solutions for this kind of practical applications.

A system model for the confidentiality preserving search scenario is shown in Fig. 1, where the left part depicts the
database construction stage and the right part depicts the search stage. There are two entities in this model: a user who owns the
private image collections, and a server who stores the encrypted data and performs retrieval based on a given encrypted query.
During database construction, the user encrypts the images using standard ciphers and protects visual features or search indexes.
After encryption, the user sends the encrypted images and protected features/indexes to the server for storage. During search,
the user sends the similarly protected visual feature or search index of the query image to the server, who performs search using
only the protected features or indexes. Finally, a list of encrypted images are ranked by their similarity to the query and returned
to the user
Distance Preserving Randomization of Visual Features:
This feature introduce randomization is to scramble the content of visual features but approximately preserve the distance
between features after randomization. Three types of feature randomization schemes are proposed namely, bit-plane
randomization, random projection, and the randomized unary encoding.
1.

Bit-Plane Randomization :-

The idea of bit-plane randomization is that feature vectors with small distances are likely to have similar patterns among
their most significant bit-planes (MSB). Feature vectors are represented using binary form. To clamber the feature vector, each
bit-plane is XORed with a binary random vector and then randomly permuted.
2.

Random Projection:

This (RP) method is based on the idea that close points in high dimensional space will remain close with high probability
after projection onto a low dimensional space and has been used as a building block for developing efficient search techniques
for large databases. Random projection can be used to obfuscate the original values of the feature vectors while approximately
preserving their distance.
Mathematical Modeling:
1.

Bit-Plane Randomization:-

Given a feature vector f=[f1,….,fn] € Rn each component fi is represented in its binary form as [bi1; : : : ; bil ]T , where bi1
is the first MSB, bil is the least significant bit (LSB), and l is the total number of bit-planes. The jth bit-plane of f is composed
of the jth MSB of the n feature components, denoted as [b1j; b2j; : : : ; bnj]. To scramble the feature vector, each bit-plane is
XOR ed with a binary random vector and then randomly permuted. The XOR pattern and permutation for the same jth bit-plane
is the same so that Hamming distance between corresponding bit-planes is exactly preserved. The randomization of the jth bitplane is illustrated in Fig. where [r1j; r2j; : : : ; rnj] is the binary random vector used for XOR.
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All the randomized bit-planes are reassembled to form the randomized feature vector E(f)=[f1; : : : ; fn]. The distance
between two randomized feature vectors E(f) and E(q) is computed using a weighted sum of Hamming distances between their
individual bit-planes

dε(ε(f), ε(q)) = distance between two randomized feature vector.
This distance metric between randomized features is an upper bound on the L1 distance between the original features:

Here is an independent and identically distributed random variable representing the angle between the vector f - q and the
random vector ri. By the law of large numbers, const and const. Thus, the distance between randomized features is proportional
to the L2 distance between the original feature vectors with high probability
Andomized Unary Encoding :

Distance Preserving Randomization Of Search Indexes:
For high dimensional vectors, comparing every pair of such vectors when doing a search is computationally prohibitive for
a large database.
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A. Secure Inverted Index
Inverted index is a widely used indexing structure in text document retrieval, where each keyword has an associated
inverted index listing the documents that contain this keyword and the number of occurrences of this word in each of these
documents. Only documents that appear in the query word's inverted index need to be considered during retrieval. By utilizing
the visual words representation of images inverted index can be constructed for image documents and facilitates efficient search
and retrieval over large image databases.
In order to generate inverted index, a vocabulary tree is first created, where each node in the tree denotes a representative
feature vector and each leaf node represents a visual word. Such a vocabulary tree can be constructed using hierarchical kmeans clustering on a set of training features. Given the vocabulary tree, each visual feature of an image will be treated as a
word R and assigned to the closest visual word in the vocabulary tree.

FIGURE 2. Inverted index generation by content owner.

I2

…
…

FIGURE 3. Data structure of inverted index.

The similarity of two images is then measured by the Jaccard similarity between E(Q) and E(D):

As the order information used in min(_; _)

Here, Xj
i is a unique element indexed by i and j. The min-Hash values generated from A(Q) and A(D) are essentially elements
randomly selected from the two sets, and they satisfy and max(_; _) is preserved by the order preserving encryption, the Jaccard
similarity computed from the encrypted indexes reflects the similarity of the plaintext indexes.
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